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Over 15,000 people in 20 countries shared what they feel, think and believe about cancer through the International Public Opinion Survey on Cancer. Read the new report by @UICC at worldcancerday.org/PublicOpinion #WorldCancerDay #IAmAndIWill

The International Public Opinion Survey on Cancer 2020 by @UICC is one of the first multi-country surveys of its kind in the last decade. Read what over 15,000 people in 20 countries think, feel and believe about cancer. worldcancerday.org/PublicOpinion #WorldCancerDay #IAmAndIWill

Across the world, from Australia to South Africa, and from Brazil to Kenya, over 15,000 people in 20 countries shared their views, beliefs and attitudes on cancer. Get the full story in the new report at worldcancerday.org/PublicOpinion #WorldCancerDay #IAmAndIWill

What do people want from governments when it comes to cancer? Find out in @UICC’s International Public Opinion Survey on Cancer report at worldcancerday.org/PublicOpinion #WorldCancerDay #IAmAndIWill

How concerned are people about cancer? Read the full report by @UICC, International Public Opinion Survey on Cancer, at worldcancerday.org/PublicOpinion #WorldCancerDay #IAmAndIWill

Which cancer risk factors do people recognise the most...and the least? Discover the findings of @UICC’s International Public Opinion Survey on Cancer at worldcancerday.org/PublicOpinion #WorldCancerDay #IAmAndIWill